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Abstract—The Ironless Axial Flux Permanent Magnet (IAFPM)
machine, also referred to as air-cored or coreless machine is a
variant of the AFPM machine with the iron removed from the
stator. This allows the efficiency and power density of the machine
to be further improved [1]–[4]. However, IAFPM motors generally
have very low inductance (< 50µH) due to their ironless nature
[5], which increases the design complexity of the drive system
as the motor currents becomes difficult to control. If neglected,
the large current ripple will produce significant torque ripple.
The Multilevel Cascaded H-bridge (MLCHB) converter topology
could potentially address this issue. This paper first provides an
analysis of the IAFPM motor characteristics and control method,
then it provides a review of topologies currently used to control
IAFPM motors. Lastly the application of a MLCHB converter for
the control of low inductance motors is introduced. Simulation
results of an IAFPM motor with 5µH line inductance driven by
a MLCHB converter are presented with comparisons made to
existing strategies.

Index terms— AFPM, low Inductance motor, coreless per-
manent magnet motor, air-cored motor, multilevel, cascaded H-
bridge, EV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Ironless Axial Flux Permanent Magnet (IAFPM) ma-
chine has been the focus of recent research [6], [7]. The
ironless nature greatly improves the efficiency, power density
and the dynamic performance as the rate of change of motor
current is inversely proportional to the inductance. Ironless
motors can produce torque linearly to stator currents because
there is no iron stator to saturate. These characteristics are
particularly advantageous in automotive applications such as
high performance Electric Vehicles (EVs). However, an as-
sociated issue is the difficulty of controlling current with a
conventional two-level inverter. Without a significant increase
in switching frequency, the large magnitude of the ripple current
causes torque ripple and requires the switching devices to be
rated much beyond the normal operating limits. The existing
approaches to address this issue are to either include external
inductors in series with the motor or to increase the switching
frequency of the inverter. However, both solutions come with
obvious disadvantages. There are a number of other approaches
published in literature that aim to solve this issue. This paper
considers these approaches and proposes an alternative drive
structure based on the Multilevel Cascaded H-bridge (MLCHB)

inverter topology. Analysis and simulated results are provided
in support of the proposed drive topology.

II. IAFPM MOTOR ANALYSIS
IAFPM machines generally have a compact pancake disc-

shaped profile which is suitable for applications such as in-
wheel direct-drive for EVs, flywheel storage and wind turbine
generation [5], [8], [9]. Compared to the traditional radial flux
machine where the flux path is perpendicular to the shaft of
the machine, the flux path in an axial flux machine is in the
direction of the shaft [8]. An IAFPM machine is shown in Fig.
1. The typical configuration consists of two outer rotor disks
where permanent magnets (PMs) are surface mounted and one
stator disk sandwiched in the middle [10]. The IAFPM machine
can be controlled using traditional vector control methods for
conventional PM machines. Many torque control algorithms
have been proposed to instantaneously control the AFPM motor
as well as reducing torque ripple. However, it should be noted
that most of the control techniques developed can not be applied
to low inductance motors driven by the traditional two-level
inverter, as it would induce serious ripple currents [11].
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Figure 1: Basic structure of a Ironess AFPM machine . 1: Stator
winding. 2: PMs. 3: Shaft. 4: Frame. 5: Rotor assembles. 6:
Bearing. [8]

The per-phase equivalent circuit of the IAFPM machine is
shown in Fig. 2 and it is very similar to that of a PM machine.



The phase inductance Lm consists of the armature reaction
(mutual) inductance and the leakage inductance [8]. Ea_bemf

is the induced electromotive force (EMF) generated due to the
rotating PMs, where Va and ia are the phase voltage and current
respectively.

Lm Rs

Ea_bemf Va

ia

Figure 2: Per-phase equivalent circuits of an IAFPM machine

A. PM Motor Control

A block diagram of a PM motor control with speed and posi-
tion sensing is shown in Fig. 3. The three phase motor currents
iabc are measured and projected onto the rotor reference frame
using angular position φ and the Park transform. The d−axis
current, id, controls the magnetizing flux produced by the stator
and the q−axis current, iq , controls the rotor torque. During
the constant torque region the reference magnetizing current i∗d
is equal to zero, as the field in the machine is produced by
the PMs. However, during the constant power region, id can
be to utilized for flux weakening to increase the speed of the
motor at the expense of reduced torque. The torque reference
i∗q is generated with a PI controller using the speed reference
ωref and the measured speed of the rotor ωs. The current
control can be implemented using control methods such as PI
control, which generates motor reference voltages v∗d and v∗q .
The inverter then produces the Vabc phase voltages using the
reference voltages and φ.
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Figure 3: Vector Control of PM Motor

III. EXISTING APPROACHES

A. Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)

The three-phase two-level Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) is
widely used in low voltage applications [12]. The simplicity
and robust nature of the topology also lends itself to EV
applications [13], [14]. Refering to Fig. 2, if the stator winding
resistance Rs is ignored, the current ripple ∆Im in two-level
VSI configuration can be calculated with (1):

∆Im ≈
(Vdc − Ea_bemf )

4Lm

D

fsw
(1)

Where Vdc is the DC bus voltage, D is the PWM duty
cycle, fsw is the switching frequency of the inverter and
the current ripple is defined as the difference between the
average current and peak or trough. As shown in 2, the current
ripple is inversely proportional to the motor inductance and the
switching frequency. The maximum ripple current occurs at the
speed which the back-emf is equal to half the DC bus voltage,
this can be easily proven by determining when voltage across
the inductor is at maximum. The maximum ripple current is
then:

∆Imax ≈
Vdc

16Lm fsw
(2)

One of the existing solutions to reduce current ripple with a
VSI drive is to add external inductance between the converter
and the motor. However, the addition of external inductors is
not desirable as this introduces losses, volume and weight.
Another approach is to increase the switching frequency of the
inverter, fsw. For low power applications MOSFETs are usually
employed, where switching frequencies up to 50 kHz could be
employed to minimize current ripple (for inductances of a few
hundred µH) [15]. However, for medium power applications
where IGBTs are used, the switching frequency is limited to
20 kHz which is insufficient in limiting winding current ripple
in a very low inductance motor [15]. In addition, IGBTs have
slower turn-on and turn-off times, therefore increasing their
switching frequency would lead to increased losses. There are
also variations of the three-phase two-level VSI approach which
are investigated in [11], [16], where a front end was added to the
VSI to reduce the current ripple. In both methods an inductor
was used to achieve this, therefore it still does not solve the
additional weight and volume issue.

B. Current Source Inverter (CSI)

The CSI has numerous advantages over the VSI particularly
in the application to drives. Due to the constant DC current
supplied by the DC bus, the CSI offers better current regulation
compared to the VSI, which makes them ideal for motor
drives [17]–[19]. The motor current is limited by the CSI’s
DC bus inductor. Therefore the inverter is unaffected by phase
shoot through and has inherent short circuit protection [20].
In practice the current source is often replaced by a rectifier
connected to the grid, where the output voltage of the rectifier
is controlled such that a constant current is provided to the
inverter. For EV applications where the inverter is powered by
a battery, a DC-DC converter is added to regulate the DC bus
current [21]. The output capacitors provide the load with both
sinusoidal voltage and current, which limits the dv

dt stress over
the stator winding of the machine. In the application for driving
low inductance motors the inherent advantages of the CSI make
them look like a suitable topology and it was investigated in
[18] and [20] as a possible solution. However, there are a few
drawbacks of the CSI in the applications for EVs. Firstly, the
inductor in the DC bus would be heavy, bulky and along with



the output filter capacitors adds extra weight and size to the
converter. In addition, due to capacitive currents of the filter,
the complexity of the control is increased [22]. The requirement
for a DC-DC converter to provide constant DC current further
increases the complexity and decreases the efficiency of the
system.

C. Neutral Point Clamped Inverter
The diode-clamped inverter, also known as Neutral Point

Clamped (NPC) inverter is a multilevel converter topology
commonly used in the industry for medium to high power drive
applications [12], [23]–[25]. In a NPC converter, the switches
are subjected to a fraction of the total DC bus voltage as
opposed to the full voltage as seen in a two-level VSI [26].
The diodes in the converters are used as clamping devices
that ensure the voltage across each switch does not exceed
their operating limit. Depending on number of levels of the
NPC, additional voltage steps are introduced, which improves
the harmonic performances of the converter [23]. This reduces
the maximum voltage steps that are applied across the motor
therefore it is desirable for low inductance motors. For a three
level NPC, the output voltages are Vdc/2, 0 and −Vdc/2, which
would reduce the current ripple by a factor of two according to
(1). The NPC topology is scale-able to five levels and higher
[23], however with higher levels it becomes difficult for the
controller to balance the capacitor voltages due to asymmetries
in the converter [25], [27]. Several modulation strategies has
been proposed to address the problem [28], [29]. In [30], the
three-level NPC was proposed to drive a low inductance AFPM
with trapezoidal back-emf. However, the converter needed to
switch at 100 kHz in order to limit the peak-to-peak current
ripple of the motor with 170µH winding inductance.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Multilevel Cascaded H-bridge (MLCHB)

The Cascaded H-bridge (CHB) converter shown in Fig. 4,
has gained much popularity since it first appeared in 1988
[31]. This topology is used in high-power drives due to its
modular structure, redundancy and output power-quality [24],
[27], [32], [33]. The CHB is also an attractive option for
applications in EVs given that the output voltage has negligible
distortion, improving the efficiency of the motor [34]–[36]. The
CHB consists of single-phase H-bridges that are connected in
series with each inverter connected to an isolated DC source.
The common concern of CHB inverters in most applications
is the isolated DC sources required for each H-bridge [33],
[34]. However, this is not an issue in the application of EVs
because the DC bus on EVs consists of a series of individual
battery cells which are inherently isolated. The voltage on each
H-bridge is much lower than the DC bus voltage for a two-
level VSI, therefore low voltage MOSFETs could be used for
implementation. As they have much lower on-state resistance
and faster turn-on and turn-off times than IGBTs, the use of
MOSFETs would offset the losses introduced by the increase of
switching devices [37]. As opposed to IGBTs, MOSFETs are
positive temperature coefficient devices which prevents thermal
runaway when the devices are used in parallel to achieve a
higher current rating.

Vdc

Vdc

Vdc

Vdc

Vdc

N

M

Figure 4: Multilevel CHB Converter with 7-levels

B. Current Ripple Analysis

There are two main advantages to the CHB converter topol-
ogy in the application to low inductance motor drives. Firstly,
the voltage step is reduced in proportion to the number of H-
bridges in each phase leg as shown in (3), where VMLCHB_dc
is the DC bus voltage across the phase when all cells are
connected and NH is the number of H-bridge cells in the phase.
The reduction in voltage step is desirable according to (2).

VH_dc =
VMLCHB_dc

NH
(3)

The second advantage is the ability to multiply the switching
frequency depending on the number of H-bridges in each phase
of the CHB converter by using Phase-Shifted-Carrier PWM
(PSC-PWM). Optimum harmonic cancellation is achieved by
phase shifting each carrier by (i−1)

NH
, where i is the ith converter.

Therefore within one switching period, the number of pulses
is determined by the number of H-bridge cells in each phase.
Fig. 5 shows the switching pulses in one phase of a 7-level
MLCHB converter during one switching period. There are three
sets pulses in each switching period due to three H-bridge
cells. Each H-bridge cell is utilizing uni-polar switching which
doubles the switching frequency of each cell. Therefore the
phase leg harmonics remaining across the cascaded bridges
will then be the side-band harmonic components centered
around the 2N th carrier multiples [38]. The effective switching
frequency is then:

fH_sw = 2NH fsw (4)

Substituting (3) and (4) into (2) yields:

∆Im ≈
1

2N2
H

VMLCHB_dc

16Lm fsw
(5)



Comparing (5) to (2), the current ripple is reduced by a factor
of 1

2N2
H

and is a function of the number of H-bridges in each
phase leg. In addition, the total DC bus voltage can be reduced
by
√

3, while Lm is reduced by 2
3 for converting from line to

line voltage to line-to-neutral. In other words, depending on the
number of levels, the required line inductance can be reduced
by

√
3

4N2
H

compared to a three phase two-level VSI without
affecting the current ripple.

Figure 5: PSC-PWM Switching Pulses of a 7-level MLCHB
Converter

The high effective switching frequency of the CHB reduces
the difficulty of the filter design should output current harmonic
performance require to be further improved. Due to the high
switching frequency, the cut-off frequency of the filter can be
set higher without greatly affecting the attenuation effect of the
filter. This would reduce the size and the weight of the output
filter, which is desirable for EV applications.

C. Battery Management System
In most modern day EVs where Lithium-ion cells are used,

the Battery Management System (BMS) plays a crucial role in
managing the battery packs and improves their efficiency. The
BMS monitors the condition of each individual cell such as
State of Charge (SOC) of the cell, cell voltage, cell temperature
and charge cycles etc. [39]. The voltage of the Lithium-ion
batteries has to be maintained within specific minimum and
maximum limits, exceeding these limits could result in servere
safety problems with consequent explosion risk [40]. The three-
phase VSI in most EVs requires a single battery pack where up
to hundreds of Lithium-ion cells are connected in series in order
to achieve the required DC bus voltage. With the repetitive
charge and discharge of series connected battery packs, some of
the cells would reach their maximum or minimum limit quicker
than other cells due to unbalanced internal impedance of the
cell. This would affect the overall performance of the battery
pack, as the whole battery pack can only charge or discharge
at the rate of the lowest denominator cell. The advantage of
the MLCHB is that the power exported or imported from any
H-bridge cell can be controlled. This means the battery packs
can be charged or discharged at different rates to the packs
in the same phase leg, allowing for more freedom in selecting
the most suitable battery pack for charging or discharging. By
dividing the large battery pack into smaller modules for each
H-bridge would also allow for closer impedance matching for
the cells that are grouped together.

D. Asymmetrical CHB

A variation to the CHB converter is the Asymmetrical CHB
(ACHB) converter where each cascaded cell’s DC voltages
are different, which allows the converter to produce a higher
number of voltage levels [41]. The ratio between the DC
capacitor voltages determines the number of voltage levels the
converter can output. Larger ratios between the H-bridge cell
voltages would produces higher number voltage level. However,
this pattern does not extend to ratios above three without having
discontinuity in the voltage level progression. The extra voltage
levels in the ACHB converter allows the output voltage to
have better harmonic performances with the same number of
switches. It is possible to use different switching frequencies
for the H-bridge’s cells to improve the switching losses, this
is achieved by using lower switching frequencies for cells
that are connected to higher voltages. The disadvantage of the
ACHB topology is that it loses the modularity and redundancy
compared to the symmetrical CHB converter.

V. DESIGN EXAMPLE AND SIMULATION RESULTS

An IAFPM motor with very low inductance is simulated in
SABER simulation platform. The motor parameters are shown
in Table I. A vehicle dynamic model which takes into account
the vehicle mass, aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance and
air density was used as the load for the motor. In order to
achieve maximum rated speed, the required phase voltage of
the MLCHB can be calculated using:

VMLCHB_dc =

√
2

3
Ebemf (6)

A DC bus voltage of 400V was found using (6) and some
extra headroom. The required number of H-bridge cells is found
to be NH = 5 using (5) in order to achieve a current ripple
of less than 5%, and the converter parameters are shown in
Table II. Simulations were performed in the SABER simulation
package for the 11-level CHB converter. The vector control of
the motor was implemented with PI controllers as shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 6a shows the three phase currents when the IAFPM
motor is at full load. Unlike the two-level VSI, the maximum
ripple for the MLCHB occurs at speeds where the back-emf is
half way between the voltage steps, that is Ebemf = VH_DC

2 n,
where n is a odd integer. The Fourier analysis of the stator
current is shown in Fig. 6b, as predicted the first significant
switching harmonic occurs at the side-band of fsw = 200kHz
using (4).

Motor Parameters Value
Peak power 150kW
Peak Ebemf 415Vl−l
Line current 200Arms

Winding inductance 5µH
Number of poles 8

Table I: Motor Simulation Parameters



MLCHB Parameters Value
H-bridges per phase 5
H-bridge cell voltage 80V
Switching frequency 20 kHz

Table II: MLCHB Simulation Parameters

(a) Stator currents

(b) Stator current fourier analysis

Figure 6: IAFPM with 5µH phase inductance controlled by a
MLCHB converter

A three-phase two-level VSI was attempted to be simulated
with same motor parameters, switching frequency and a DC
bus voltage of 700V , however the current ripple was too large
to effectively control the motor so the results are not shown
here. In order to produce reasonable results, the motor winding
inductance was increased to 50µH and the motor currents are
shown in Fig. 7a. The current ripple is still very large which will
produce very high torque ripple. The same motor parameter was
used for the MLCHB converter and results are shown in Fig.
7b, the current ripple was measured for both cases and the result
verifies the ripple reduction analysis in Section IV-A. The result
shows a clear reduction in the current ripple confirming the
analysis and the proposed 11-level MLCHB converter topology.

The PSC-PWM method utilizes the power sources from each
H-bridge cell within the same phase leg equally as the same
reference is provided to each cascaded cell. This is desirable
for EV application as the SOC and charge cycle of each battery
pack should be maintained as identical as possible to improve
the efficiency and extend the life of the battery pack. However,
this is not always possible as the battery cells would have
small impedance differences, which would result in unbalanced
charge and discharge rates as mentioned in Section IV-A.
This unbalance can be compensated using charge balancing
techniques for MLCHB converters mentioned in [42], [43].

(a) Two-level VSI phase current

(b) MLCHB converter phase current

Figure 7: IAFPM motor with 50µH phase inductance

VI. CONCLUSION

A literature review of existing drive topologies for an IAFPM
motor has been presented in this paper. The IAFPM char-
acteristics and the control methods was also discussed. The
MLCHB converter has been proposed as an alternative solution
to improve the motor current ripple introduced by the low
inductance property of the motor. A simulation comparison
between a two-level VSI and a MLCHB was presented. The
results showed a significant reduction in motor inductance
for the MLCHB topology to produce required current ripple
performances.
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